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ABSTRACT
On 20 May 1977 t a study program was initiated which world lead to the
eventual redesign and improvement of the Eimao X -3060 and X-3075 S-band high
power klystrons.
The total redesign and improvement effort wes divided into the four
phases shown :,slow:
Phase I - Study definition
Phase II - Design improvement
Phase III - Electron gun fabrication and beam analyzer evaluation
Phase IV - Klystron prototype fabrication and delivery.
Phase I was a software study which defined existing problems with the
X-3060 and X-3075 klystrons. At the conclusion of Phase I. a JPL decision
i
	
	
directed the .remaining effort of the improvement program toward only the
X-3060 klystron. Results of Phase I were presented in a final report dated
January 1978, JFL Contract No. 954782.i
Phase II, presented detailed design data for a new klystron which would
}	 eliminate the X-3060 design weaknesses described in the Phase I final
i
report. The improvement study further indicated that substantial
improvements could be made to both performance and reliability. Results of
the design improvement study were reported in the final report dated January
1979, JPL Contract No. 954792.
This report deals with the completion of Phases III and IV, presenting
information on the fabrication and beam analyzer testing of a new electron
gun for the improved klystron, VKS -8274 JPL.
Also presented are comparative data on the performance of the X -3060
klystron, design predictions for the improved klystron, and performance data
taken during recent acceptance testing of the prototype VKS -8274 JPL.
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iI. INTRODUCTION
A. BACKGR__, OUND
The X-3060 klystron was first introduced in 1965. It is a 100 kW CW
amplifier klystron, tunable over the 2100 to 2400 MHz range.
Questions have arisen about the field performance record of the X -3060,
but its operational performance is difficult to assess. Field reports taken
over an 11-year period indicate only 2526 total combined operational hours
for six X-3060 klystron. All tubes, however, are still in operable
condition.
An early design defeat in the heater/cathode configuration was
corrected in 1974 by rebuilding all tubes with an improved potted heater
design. Since that time, only one failure has been recorded in field
operation. However, because of early "start-up" failures, the age of the
present design, and an increased desires to provide the most reliable
performance possible, it was prudent to review and critically evaluate the
design of the X-3060 to determine whether improved reliability and
performance could be achieved. This analysis was performed as Phase I of
the present study program.
The evaluation was completed in October 1977. Results of the analysis
were presented to JPL personnel in a design review meeting on 27 October
1977 and later in a final report dated January 1978 (Contract No. 954752).
This critical examination of the X-3060 design revealed certain
weaknesses and design features which conflict with ultra-reliable klystron
performance.
The findings aid recommendations of the Phase I evaluation are
summarized in Table I-1.
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The primary goal of Phase II was to produce a new paper design for the
X-3060 klystron which eliminated the deficiencies and undesirable faatLrea
shown by the Phase I evaluation.
A fundamental requirement of the new design was to increase
reliability. A secondary effort was directed toward increasing the
dffieiency of the X-3060 but only insofar as it did not compromise
reliability.
Although *'hase II primarily concerned itself with computer designs and
analysis, detailed layout and outline drawings were generated to present a
more complete comparison between the new and the old designs.
The Phase II effort is completely described in a final report dated
January 1979 under JPL Contract No. 954782.
Listed below are mayor modifications recommended by the Phase II design
improvement study.
1. Gun ceramic lengthened to permit operation in air.
2. Modulating anode removed to reduce voltage gradients.
3. Increased drift tube and cavity wall cross section for improved
thermal stability.
4. Incorporation of cavity wall cooling for thermal stability.
5. Modified gap and drift tube spacings for greater efficiency.
6. Elimination of complex wide-range tuner and replacement with
simple trim tuner.
7. Elimination of complex extended tail pipe design and replacement
with conventional waveguide output circuit.
3
8. Replacement of long taper waveguide with Tchebyoheff step
transition to maintain waveguide flange interface plane.
9. Modification of collector to incorporate conventional flytrap
design (replaces extended tail pipe).
10. Modification of magnet to interface new tube design.
B. PHASE III AND IV DEFINED
1. Pha,^„ AR III
The objective of the Phase III effort is to produce a new design
electron gun, which substantially improves the electron gun used on the
X-3060 klystron.
A full scale, operational model was produced to verify the
desirable design changes suggested by the Phase I and Phase II studies.
Through beam analyzer study the correct electron beam diameter and cross-
sectional profile were established in conjunction with the desired confining
magnetic field. Results are discussed in the following sections.
2. Phase IV
The purpose of Phese IV was to fabricate and fully test a complete
prototype klystron and focus magnet assembly. A final demonstration was
conducted to verify the improved klystron performance predicted by Phases I
and II and establish the incorporation of the electron gun developed in
Phase III.
This new klystron is mechanically compatible with existing X-3060
klystron installations and meets the requirements of JPL Specification
Doculment No. 409517.'
Results are discussed in the following sections.
4
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II. ELECTRON GUN FABRICATION .AND BEAN ANALYZER EVALUATION
A. AACKGROUNL AND SEWNI,^„ EWLUA=
At the conclusion of the Phase II study, it was clear that removal of
+	 the modulating anode from the X-3060 would substantially reduce the voltage
gradients within the electron gun structure and thereby reduce any tendency
toward arcing during high voltage operation. Computer design tachniques
were used to modify the focus electrode and anode design to compensate for
the removal of the modulating anode. The correct electron trajectories and
electron beam eize were provided by this computer design.
A logical progression would dictate that the computer design be
evaluated in the Varian beam analyzer to verify its performance. However,
coincident with the Phase II study, another very high power development
program (VKS-8269; 450 kW CW 0 2450 MHz) had produced an electron gun with
such excellent performance that the decision was made to scale this newly
proven design to fit the VKS-8274 JPL and test this scaled model in the beam
analyzer. Beam analyzer testing at this point would be used then to verify
the performance of the scaled model as opposed to the more common usage of
iterative correction to the Phase II computer design.
This new scaled structure was first evaluated to see that the voltage
gradient improvement established in the Phase II computer design would not
be compromised. Quite the opposite was true. Because of the new design's
larger physical dimensions and more generously radiused electrodes, a
significant gain was made. When compared to the Phase II computer design,
the highest gradient was reduced by 81%. Compared to the original X-306013
highest gradient of 312 Winch the new design's highest gradient of 143
Winch represents an improvement of 112 = 2.18X.
143
Figure II -1 presents a comparison of the three designs under
discussion. The.250 Winch reference line shown represents a generally
accepted value for conservative gradient design is a do application. By any
i
standards, the now VKS-8274 JPL design can be considered ultra-conservative.
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One additional gain has been made in adopting the new design. Although
the new design was scaled "down" free the 450 kV VKS-8269, it represents a
scale "up" from the Phase II computer design and thn X-3060 structure. The
new cathode diameter is 1.263 inches compared to the 1.0 Inch diameter of
both the X-3060 and Phase II computer design. The increased diameter
fepresents an increased area of 1.595 times and reduces the already
conservative cathode loading of 1.375 A/as2 to 0.862 A/amt. The 0.862 A/cm2
cathode loading is also in the ultra-oonservative region, and will permit
operation of the cathoda at reduced temperatures; the best insurance
Possible for long life reliability.
One additional change has been made in the final design of the VKS -8274
JPL electron gun. It had been suggested in the Mase II study that the
electron gun insulator be lengthened to provide operation in air, thus
eliminating the costly sa:ket tank now used. This suggestion was not
acceptable from the standpoint of safety and would require an undesirable
transmitter retrofit, therefore the insulator's design length was shortened
to insure compatibility with existing socket tanks. Layout drawings of the
X-3060 and the new VKS-8274 JPL electron guns are shown In Figures II-2 and
II-3.
B . DFSCRIPTIQN OF THE AE4M ANALYZER
The beam analyzer is a device which scans the cross section of an
electron stream. It is used primarily to scan the electron stream emitting
from newly designed electron guns to be used on klystruna, Tb1T 1 s, etc.
Salient features of this machine include a pin hole and split collector
arrangement which can be used to scan the electron beam in two transverse
directions as well as in the "Z" direction along the beam axis. Trig
scanning examination of the electron beam is accomplished in an ultra-clean,
ultra-high vucuum ehanber. The ultimat. •! purpose of the device is to
determine beam size and cross-sectional current density.
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FIGURE 11 2. EXISTING X3060 ELECTRON GUS! LAYOUT
FIGURE II-3. NEW DESIGN LAYOU'i `!KS-8274 JPL
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Currently, two models of this beam analyzer are being used to evaluate
each new electron gun design. In the first model, all magnetic materials
have been eliminated so that the true beam cross section can be dete.^mined
without the influence of stray and unwanted magnetic fields. This unit is
called the electro?tatic beam analyzer.
The second model is essentially the same as the first except that it is
`	 surrounded by a focusing solenoid, and provisions are made to install
variously sized and shaped magnetic pole pieces. The solenoid and pole
pieces enable the development of the confining magnetic field often used in
present day beam interaction devices such as klystrons, TWT's, etc. This
device is known as the magnetic beam analyzer. The electrostatic and
magnetic beam analyzers are shown in Figures II-4 and II-5.
C. FABRICATION DETAILS
To take full advantage of both the electrostatic and magnetic beam
analyzer, two versions of the new electron gun were fabricated. The two
guns used many common parts, but were different in that one version used no
magnetic components whatsoever, and the other used the proposed magnetic
pole piece and magnetic field shaping cylinder. The construction of these
two models is shown diagrammatically in Figures II-6, and II-7. The
photographs, Figure II-8 and Figure II-9, show the actual test assembly used
to evaluate the electrostatic beam.
D. BEAM ANALYZER RESULTS
The three major goals in the development of an electron gun for the
VKS-8274 JPL are shown below:
(1) Correct design perveance
(2) Correct design size electron bean
(3) Minimum longitueinal scalloping in the preeence of the design
magnetic field.
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FIGURE 11-4. ELECTROSTATIC BEAM ANALYZER 
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FIGURE 11·5. MAGNETIC BEAM ANALYZER 
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FIGURE 11 . 6. ELECTROSTATIC GUN TEST MODEL (DIAGRAMMATIC)
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FIGURE II 7. MAGNETIC GUN T i--ST MODEL (DIAGRAMMATIC)
19
FIGURE 11 ·8. ELECTROSTATIC GUN T 5T MODEL DISASSEMBLED 
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FIGURE II . 9. ELECTROSTATIC GUN TEST MODEL ASSEMBLY
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sThe rf design of the VKS -6274 JPL was established around a
perveance 1.0 x 10-6 electron gun. This perveance assures
computability with existing X-3060 installations and represents a
conservative value in terms o!' goud klyntron performance and
electron optics.
2. The desired beam size is determined primarily by the rf design
parameters. The filling factor (beam size/tunnel size) is a
compromise between the desire to have the best coupling (largest
beam) for high efficiency and the requirement that the beam be
small enough so that interception by the drift tubes will be
minimal, thus insuring thermal stability and reliabiiity.
Experience has shown that n filling factor of 651 is a desirable
compromise. The design tunnel size for the VKS-8274 JPL in
0.480", therefore, the target beam size is 0.65" x 0.480"
0.312".
3. Minimum beam scalloping (size change) is an obvious design
requirement, for without a consistent beam size, consistent
performance is not posrible. A badly scalloping beam w'.11 change
size markedly with variations in both beam voltagr- and magnetic
field, wits, subsequent changes in power output, gain and phase
response. A rebsonable target value for beam scallop 1? less than
101, the scallop percentage being defined by:
Beam maximum - Beam minimum
x 100.
BPam maximum t Bedm minimum
a.	 Electrogtatic Test
Testing of any new electron gun design is performed first in
the electrostatic beam analyzer, to determine its true
chHracteristies without the presence of magnetic fields.
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Figure II-10 and Figure II-11 show the electrostatic beam
profile in the region of the beam minimum. The region beyond
the beam minimum 1e of no importance. in this tent since it
will later be completely controlled by the confining magnetic
field. The beam is cross-sectionally scanned every 0.050"
from dust below the gun anode (0.025") to a point 0.700" from
the anode. The beam minimum can be seen at a point. 0.400"
from the anode and shows a beam diameter on paper of 0.370".
The presented curves are always in error (too wide) by the
diameter of the pinhole in the scanning target. In this
case, the target pinhole is 0.010" and when subtracted from
the apparent width of 0.370" gives a true beam diameter of
0.360". This 0.360" beam, dust 15% larger than the target
value of 0.312", is considered very suitable for further
testing in the magnetic field without alteration of the gun
electrodes.
In addition, from the data presented, an excellent beam
profile can be seen. The perveanee Is also on target at
1.008 x 10 6.
2.	 i-icnetic Te_t
After the electrostatic to+t above was completed, the
electron gun was disasremoled and rebuilt to include the
magnetic elements shown, heavily shaded in Figure_ II-7. It
was then installed in the magnetic bear anlyzer for vacuum
processing and testing.
Figures II-12 through II-15 show the beam profile in the
presence of all the magnetic elements of the electron gun,
and operating in the design magnetic field. As in the
electrostatic tests, the beam profiles are taken from dust
below the anode (0.050"). In the magnetic teeter, however,
profiles are taken over an extended range, in this case,
3.5", to view more critically the confining effect of the
lA
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magnetic field. This 3.5" scan represents a distance in the
actual klystron which extends well past the input cavity of
the klystron. From this point on, the confining magnetic
field is uniform and no further change in the beam profile
will occur.
Results of the magnetic beam tester are as follows:
a. The diameter of the electron beam at the former beam
minimum (Z = 0.400") has been compressed from 0.360" to
0.305").
b. The first inward scallop occurs at Z = 1.0" and the beam
diameter is measured at 0.280".
c. The first outward scallop occurs at Z _ 1 .9 " and
measured 0.300".
d. The scallop pattern is essentially repeated for the
remainder of the Z axis traverse.
Comparison of the largest beam diameter to the design target
0.312" = 1.04", dust 4% from the design goal.
0.300"
The beam scallop as defined by
Beam maximum - Beam minimum
--- --- —	 x 100%
Beam maximum + Beam minimum
Calculates to be:
0.300 - 0.280
--	 -- x 100% = 3.45%. an insigna.ficant ripple.
0.300 + 0.280
25
The current density profile is quite uniform and compares
favorably with well tested electron beams. The minor variations in the beam
profiles, as they are scanned on the Z axis, have been previously traced to
slight misalignment of the electron and magnetic axis. This is not expected
in the actual klystron.
In summary, the beam analyzer tests have shown the production
of an excellent electron optical system, and verifies that the excellent
performance of VKS-8269 (450 kW @ 2450 MHz) is to a large degree dependent
on an excellent electron beam. It permits the prediction of comparable
performance in the VKS-8274 JPL.
26
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III. KLYSTRON PROTOTYPE FABRICATION
A.	 MECHANICAL DFSIGJ IMPROMEMENTS
With only one minor exception, all mechanical improvements proposed in
the Phase II Design Improvement final report were incorporated in the
VKS-b274 JPL klystron. That one minor exception concerns the lengthening of
the electron gun insulator to permit operation of the >:KS-8274 JPL in air.
As mentioned previously, this suggestion was found unacceptable with regard
to operational safety and therefore this modification was not incorporated.
The insulator's length was changed to permit compatability with existing
oil-filled socket tanks.
The me& anical improvements proposed by the Phase 'I Design
Improvements final report and also incorporated in the Vk3-8274 JPL
prototype klystron are reviewed below.
1.	 Diaphragm Trim Tuner
The proposed trim tuner used in thr VKS-8274 JPL, and the
wide-range tuner now used in the X-3060, are shown in Figure III-1. Casual
observation will show the complexity of the old tuner design as compared to
the new trim tuner. Not so obvious in the old design are the six va ,, uum-to-
water and three vacuum-to-air brazing ,joints used in the prenCHL - 3060
I	 tuner. In addition to the large number, many of the brazing ,joints are
blind; that is, they can neither be inspected nor repaired after the final
braze pass. This type of assembly severely compromises reliability and
rebuildability. Compared to this, the trim-tuner design has only ,X,Q
vacuum-to-air brazing ,joints and AQ vacuum-to-water ,joints. Neither of the
vacuum-to-air ,joints is blind, and both are easily repairable.
In addition to these mechanical advantages, the trim-tuner
diaphragm is relatively far removed from the high rf fields at the drift
tube gap center and is subjected to far less rf heating than the present
I X-3060 capacitive paddle. The diaphragm is wnermally coupled by large
cross-sectional areas of copper to the massive water-cooled copper cavity
27
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walls. In Figure III-1A, a water-tooled post is shown joined to tlij
diaphragm face. This was a contingency plan only, and no diaphragm cooling
was required.
2.	 Extendgd jail Pine E11MInation
The extended tail pipe configuration shown in Figure III-2 was
first introduced in the X-3060 klystron in 1965. Its purpose was to
minimize the asymmetry normally caused by the exit path of the output
waveguide through the focusing magnet, and to reduce to all 	 minimum
body current interception caused by the magnetic asymmetry. Mechanical
considerations, however, created an extended tail pipe section that is
exposed to a rapidly expanding electron beam dust beyond the output gap.
This extended section has created both direct and indirectly related
failures in the X-3060 klystron. The problem is caused by the fact that the
electron beam expands in that region faster than was predicted ac. the time
of the design's introducton, and, in addition, secondary electrons return
from the collector to impinge on the tail pipe surfaces. For these reasons,
and because the tail pipe is electrically part of the klystron body, the
body current readings for the X-3060 have been recorded as high as 10% of
the total beam current (700 W. This tail pipe current (reading as body
current) completely masks body current interception in any other part of the
rf structure and is unacceptable because it requires that body current
protective-circuit trip levels be set too high (1.OA). This removes the
protection required in the remainder of the rf structure which may suffer
damage from relatively low-quantity (0.050 A), but high-velocity electrons.
Under the circumstances ,Just described, protection S;aanQt be
provided for the following common field conditions:
a. Low or incorrectly adjusted magnetic field;
b. incorrect tuning;
29
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C.	 overdrive;
d. stray magnetic fields (gun region);
e. disturbance of the main magnetic field by accidental
introduction of ferrous materials (screwdrivers, wrenches,
etc.).
Elimination of the extended tail pipe design wan a mandatory
condition for reliability. Figure III -3
 shows the new design to be employed
in the VKS--8274 JPL klystrons. As shown, the new design provides adequate
clearance for the expanding beam and transfers tail pipe interception
current to the collector where it is properly metered an collector current.
With this configuration, body current readings will return to normal values
in the order of 0.050 A, and the rf structure can be properly protected with
body current protective trips set at 0.10s., A.
One additional design change has been made in conjinction with the
elimi-ation of the extended tail pipe. A re-entrant output pole piece has
been introduced to create a peak in the magnetic field near the output gap.
Recent designs have shown that this peaked magnetic field is very beneficial
In terms of reducing beam interception in the output region of the klystron.
This re-entrant design is shown in Figure III -3.
3.	 CaXiLV/Rode Constpj el Lion
During the Phase I investigation of' the X-3060, it was found that
the rigidity of the rf structure was somewhat lacking, a,.d structural
stiffeners were promised for proposed new designs. That is the came, but in
addition, recent tests of an X-3060 (May 1978) show!d thermal drift
attributable to cavity detuning, indicating a need for additional cavity
cooling.
The newly designed VKS-8274 JPL incorporates relatively massive
copper cavities which have a wall thickness in the order of three times the
wall thickness of the present X-3060. Not only does this create a much more
rugged rf structure, it permits the passage of water through the cavity
walla to insure greater thermal stability. Comparative views of the X -3060
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cavity structures and the new design are shown in Figures III-4 and III-5.
In addition to increased cavity wall thickness and cooling, cavity end walls
and drift tubes have increased thermal cross section to provide the best
possible thermal stability. This can be seen clearly in Figures III-4 and
1II-5.
In short, the new rf structure has construction closely
W,
	
	 paralleling a 450 kW klystron (VKS-8270) known to be operationally stable at
an even higher frequency; i.e., 2380 MHz.
B. FLECIRICAj, .; 'jam[ XERQVEMENIS
Without exception, all electrical design improvements proposed in the
Phase II Design Improvement final report were incorporated in the VKS-8274
JPL. Those design improvements ar^ reviewed below.
	
.	 FitectrQn G un Redesign
Findings in the Phase II Design Improvement study showed that a
substantial improvement could be made in electron gun voltaFe gradients by
removing the modulating anode. This change, plea incorporation of a new
optical design, nave been incorporated and successfully tested in the
VKS-8274 JPL. The improvements and results are fully discussed in Sections
I and II.
	
2.	 8F ,S,lEjeture Re-deg an
During the Phase I investigation of the present X-3060 rf design,
a number of deficiencies were noted. These deficiencies were a natural
result of designing a klystron wit h a wide tuning range; i.e., 2114 to 2366
Wiz.
In particular, drift tube gap spacing and gap-to-gap drift tube
distances were compromised to satisfy operation at both ends of the
frequency tuning range. In fart, the output cavity drift tube gap in the
present X-3060 design is far too long to provide optimum efficiency at
33
1t
FIGURE III-4. PRESENT CAVITY STRUCTURE X-3060
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FIGURE III-5. CAVITY STROCTURC VKS-8274 JPL
35
either 2114 MHZ or 2388 MHz, but it was designed that way to provide low dap
capacitance, a requirement of wide tuning range cavities. It was suggested
in the Phase II final report that the wide tuning range requirement be
eliminated and that two tubes be developed, each electrically optimized for
its particular frequency, one at 2114 MHz and the other at 2388 MHz. These
tubes would have narrow-range trim tuners only, to permit initial factory
tune-up.
JPL's decision at the conclusion of the Phase II final report was
to proceed with the development of an optimized design at 2114 MHz. The
design chosen and implemented in the VKS-8274 JPL is nearly electrically
identical to the 5K70SG klystron. The 5K70SG was used as the baFic model
because it has demonstrated high efficiencv performL.nee, with reliability in
numerous field applicatiun p
 for a period _ix, eding Len years.
The test results shown in Sections IV and the Summary Table in
Section V verify the validity of this approach. Substantial gains were made
in efficiency, gain, and bandwidth.
3G
IV. TEST RESULTS
ThP following pages Figures IV-1 through IV-19 include all test results
obtained from testing of the VKS -8274 JPL. The klystron exceeded all
specification requirements and Was tested to 146 kW CW, or 1.46 times its
rating of 100 kW.
II
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CERTIFIED TEST REPORT
VKS-8274 KLYSTRON
Serial No.. ISM-;
r
Power Output
Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Beam Power Input
Efficiency
Drive Power
Gain
Bandwidth (-1 db)
Body Current No rf drive
Body Current Sat. rf drive
Focusing Magnet Current
Focusing 'tagnet Voltage
Heater Voltage
Neater Current
Coolant Water
Broad Band Tuned
at z,i-i	 MHZ
III kw
3 • i kv do
16 A do
kilowatts
ti =,• , percent
f..Igr w
5	 `^ db
9. ; c; MHz
.5. ! `tA dc
Q.; -A	 do
A do
V do
C. t^- V ac
A ac
e"	 9pm
3:•	 psi
-!	 g Pm
(r	 psi
2.
	
gpm
Col
	
psi
Collector
Flow
Pressure drop
Body
Flow
Pressure drop
E1ectro-magnet
Flow
Pressure drop
Date: AF-Ri -	 i Iq e I
	 Signed
Approved:
FIGURE IV-16
53
CERTIFIED TEST REPORT
VKS-8214 KLYSTRON
Serial
	
N ,).:	 el-1
Broad Band Tuned
atzllH	 MHZ
Power Output f:	 kw
Beam Voltage kv do
Beam Current A do
Beam Power Input 24-!	 kilowatts
Efficiency percent
Drive Power o. If '	 w
Gain 15 re
	
db
Bandwidth	 (-1
	 db) 1q.z	 MHz
Body Current	 No rf drive 5,F	 MA cc
Body Current
	 Sat.	 rf drive ci	 MA do
Focusing Magnet Current iZ.G
	
A do
Focusing Magnet Voltage V do
Heater Voltage io	 V ac
Heater Current ii.?=	 A ac
Coolant Water
Collector
Flow gpm
Pressure drop Z. psi
Body
Flow _ ; _ gpm
Pressure drop fit' psi
Electro-magnet
Flow '2 gpm
Pressure drop (t '; psi
Date: __ fgppi ►- it, l`1S1	 Signed	 A^	 ^.,^F, ►.`r, =s^.
Approved:
FIGURE IV 17.
511
CERTIFILD TEST REPORT
VKS-8274 KLYSTRUN
Serial No.: R
Broad Band Tuned
at z11 ►{- -
Power Output
_ 15c_.. kw
Beam Voltage ? =	 kv	 sic
Beam Current A do
Beam Power	 Input _ ^ZF 1	 kilowatts
Efficiency percent
Drive Power w
Gain 59•Z	 db
Bandwidth	 (-1	 db) IB 9
	
MHz
Body Current	 No rf drive l	 `1A do
Body Current
	 Sat.	 rf drive 11.1	 MA	 do
Focusing Magnet Current 1Z.G	 A do
Focusing Magnet Voltage i2 C,	 V do
Heater Voltage I o,`"	 V	 ac
Heater Current 113':	 A ac
Coolant Water
Collector
Flow &:C, gpm
Pressure drop 3"- psi
Body
Flow 7 gpm
Pressure drop (c r' psi
Electro-magnet
Flow gpm
Pressure drop GI psi
Date: APRIL I(0 1981	 Signed
Approved:
FIGURE IV-18.
55
f
I^
4	 ^^
CERTIFIED TEST REPORT
VKS-8274 KLYSTRON
Serial No.:	 81-1
Power Output
Beam Voltage
Beam Current
Beam Power Input
Efficiency
Drive Power
Gain
Bandw;dth (-1 db)
Body Current No rf drive
Body Current Sat. rf drive
Focusing Magnet Current
Focusing Magnet Voltage
Heater Voltage
Heater Current
Coolant Water
Broad Band Tuned
at MHZ
I y : kw
?I kv do
1.4 1 A do
?7 r " kilowatts
percent
Gt w
59. E, db
19 MHz
r<• MA do
I MA do
I :. A dc
< <r V do
IG•;, V ac
ii-3r A ac
gpm
32.	 psi
— L— 9I'm
psi
2 5 gpm
(C _ psi
Collector
Flow
Pressure drop
Body
Flow
Pressure drop
Electro-magnet
Flow
Pressure drop
Date: 4r,zi " .2n 19 t3 i	 Signed .	 APT 6f1PF,#Q,,-EL
Approved:
FIGURE IV-19.
56
V. COMPARATIVE DATA
Table V-1 shows comparative da ' a among the existing X-3060 performance
data, the Phase II study predictions, the VKS-8274 JPL performance data, and
the regjirements of „PL specification /,109517.
t^l:IGN.A PACT iS
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